Road grade greatly affects energy consumption and pollutant emission of heavy-duty vehicles. It is therefore necessary to develop representative three-parameter driving cycles while taking road grade into account. However, the low running efficiency of existing methods for developing driving cycles is a serious problem. To improve efficiency, inspired by the idea that intelligent algorithms with self-adaptivity can accelerate convergence, an adaptive Markov chain evolution (AMCE) method is proposed in this study. Based on the characteristics of the evolution strategies of a Markov chain evolution (MCE) satisfying the Markov property, a strategy boundary variable is defined to classify the MCE evolution strategies into two categories, one with the global and one with local search capability. Then, an adaptive probability equation is used to adjust the proportion of the evolution strategies, thus the evolution strategies can satisfy not only the Markov property of driving cycle but is also self-adaptive. By collecting driving data including the elevation information from heavy-duty vehicles driving on a highway, a three-parameter driving cycle with road grade was generated using the proposed method. In comparison with the MCE method, the proposed method can obtain the three-parameter representative driving cycles on the highway, and running efficiency was increased by 43.08% under the given conditions. Additionally, the rationality and necessity of the proposed method are fully verified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Road grade significantly affects the fuel consumption and the pollutant emission of vehicles [1] . Studies have shown that fuel consumption rate and pollutant emission are significantly increased with the increase of road grade [2] , [3] . Therefore, driving cycle development methods that only use velocity and acceleration and assume that road grade is zero [4] - [6] lead to impractical or limited designs in automotive applications. Thus, road grade should be taken into account when developing driving cycles. Representative driving cycles that consider road grade reflect the characteristics of actual roads, and can be used for fuel consumption assessment of heavy-duty trucks and sensitivity analysis of the power elements' size selection for hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) [7] , [8] .
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Currently, there are two main method categories used to develop multi-parameter driving cycles with road grade. One method type is based on traditional Markov chains (MC), and the other type is a kind of intelligent method derived from the MC method. The MC method [9] - [11] is typically used in the field of developing vehicle driving cycles, and presents great advantages in developing three-parameter driving cycles. For instance, when developing a three-parameter driving cycle that considers road grade, in contrast to traditional micro-trips combination optimization methods [12] - [14] , this method avoids discontinuous road grade sequences [15] . However, the MC method has low running efficiency in developing driving cycles, which is influenced by many factors. In [16] , the driving data of heavy vehicles were collected, and a two-dimensional (velocity and road grade) and a three-dimensional (velocity, acceleration, and road grade) Markov model was employed to develop driving cycles. However, when the evaluation indices' deviation of driving VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ cycles was constrained to a range of 5% or 10%, the expected driving cycles were not obtained. In order to improve design accuracy, an improved two-dimensional MC model was used to develop driving cycles with road grade by enlarging the intervals. However, the results indicated that the deviations of evaluation indices were more than 10% when running time takes nearly 29 hours. In order to study the robustness of representative driving cycles based on an MC model driven by actual driving data, in [17] three months of electric vehicle driving data in an urban setting were collected, including road grade information. Through an analysis of the relationship between the duration of driving cycles, the number of Markov iterations, and the accuracy of the obtained driving cycles, the results showed that one million Markov iterations are needed to obtain the driving cycles whose evaluation index deviations are within 5% threshold. Additionally, the calculation time increases exponentially with the increase of the number of Markov iterations. Generally, to handle the problem that simulation time is too long when using a multidimensional MC model to develop the desired driving cycles, the number of cycle states is reduced through an enlargement of the intervals. However, this will cause obvious fluctuations in the time domain performance of the obtained driving cycles [18] . It is also difficult to determine an optimal trade-off between accuracy and calculation time using this approach.
In fact, the reason of low running efficiency of the MC method is because it is essentially a random simulation method [19] , [20] , which lacks directionality and thus cannot approach the target driving cycles. Another kind of intelligent MC method, the Markov chain evolution method (MCE) [21] , has been proposed. It adopts the idea of combining sampling with optimization. The evolution operators are designed as the core part, which satisfies the Markov property and are different from the traditional random evolution operators. In comparison with the MC method, the MCE makes the design process directional and improves the running efficiency of developing driving cycles. However, both methods lack compatibility with the design environment, i.e. they are not self-adaptive. In other words, a new self-adaptive method to develop driving cycles will improve running efficiency more fully.
It is known that the adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) [22] , [23] is an improvement on the basic genetic algorithm (GA). It improves the convergence accuracy of GA and accelerates convergence by adjusting the genetic parameters adaptively. The MCE method is a special form of GA, and it is possible to optimize it from an adaptive perspective to further improve the efficiency of developing driving cycles. In this study, we were inspired by the powerful characteristics of the AGA to improving the running efficiency of the MCE method. Considering the self-adaptivity of the AGA and the characteristics of the MCE strategies, the evolution strategies of the MCE are divided into two types by introducing a strategy boundary variable; then the proportion of Markov evolution strategies are adjusted using an adaptive probability equation. The proposed adaptive Markov chain evolution (AMCE) method is an in-depth study of MC and MCE for developing driving cycles. The method can effectively improve the efficiency of developing driving cycles with road grade in highway further.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: the relevant theoretical methods, including the MCE method and AGA are introduced in the second section; then, a novel AMCE method is proposed in the third section. The design of adaptive Markov genetic strategies and implementation steps of the method are also shown in this section. In the fourth section, comparisons with the MCE and AMCE methods without the strategy boundary variable are presented in view of evaluation indices of driving cycles and running time. Moreover, the influence of the strategy boundary variable on the running efficiency of developing driving cycles is analyzed. Finally, the conclusion and future research prospect are elaborated in the fifth section.
II. RELEVANT THEORETICAL METHODS

A. MARKOV CHAIN EVOLUTION METHOD
To develop a desired driving cycle using the MCE, a state transition probability matrix is necessary, which can be calculated using (1) based on actual driving data [24] .
where, p ij = N ij N i , N i = N s j=1 N ij , N s is the number of states in a one-dimensional space, N ij is the number of transitions from state s i to state s j , N i is the number of transitions from state s i to other states, p ij is transition probability from state s i to state s j , and S is a set of states in the one-dimensional space.
Based on the random simulation of the MC, the MCE method introduces an evolution mechanism by means of a GA. A structural framework of the MCE is shown in Fig. 1 . Its initial population consists of the state sequences of driving cycles generated by the MC. An objective function is designed using a satisfaction criterion [25] . Based on the typical evaluation indices, a constraint of the deviation of the evaluation indices between driving cycles and the original driving database is expressed using (2) .
where, X is the current driving cycle, I oi is the ith evaluation index value of the original driving database, I di is the ith evaluation index value of the X , e i is the ith allowable deviation value, and n is the number of indices. Equation (2) is transformed into (3) through normalization. Then, to obtain a single objective function from a multiobjective function, equation (3) is converted to (5) using (4) .
where, T is an auxiliary function, x is the cycle state of the X , and F is the objective function of designing driving cycles. The crossover strategy is designed to satisfy Markov property of the driving cycles, and the cycle sequence randomly generated by MC method is directly used as a mutation individual.
B. ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM
The AGA is an improvement of the basic GA. To accelerate convergence speed, it adjusts the occurrence probability of genetic strategies at any time according to the evolution of the population [26] . Generally, the adaptive strategies used in AGAs are adaptive crossover strategies and adaptive mutation strategies. The crossover probability is adjusted adaptively instead of being a fixed value. The mutation probability varies accordingly with the evolution characteristics of the population.
In the early stage of AGA evolution, the genetic strategies should conduct a global evolution of the population to avoid premature convergence. In the later stage, close to the optimal solution, the population should be searched locally to improve the solution accuracy as far as possible.
Generally, the AGA adjusts crossover probability and mutation probability according to the fitness value and evolutionary iteration. The adaptivity probability is obtained using (6) and (7) as follows.
where, p c is the crossover probability, p c_ max is the maximum crossover probability, p c_ min is the minimum crossover probability, p m is the mutation probability, p m_ max is the maximum mutation probability, p m_ min is the minimum mutation probability, it max is the maximum number of iteration, iter is the current iteration number, f avg is the average fitness value of the population, f is the larger fitness value of the two sequences to conduct a crossover strategy, f is the fitness value of the individual to perform a mutation strategy. Here, p c_ max is often set by 0.9, p c_ min is often set by 0.1, and p c is determined by (6) . The above way adjusts the crossover probability and mutation probability, which can realize that the global search ability is gradually weakened, and the local search ability is gradually enhanced with the evolution.
III. ADAPTIVE MARKOV CHAIN EVOLUTION METHOD
Inspired by the more efficient AGA, a new method, the AMCE, is proposed. The AMCE method framework diagram is presented in Fig. 2 . The method mainly consists of three contents. Firstly, through a state transition probability matrix, an MC random simulation is carried out to construct an initial population, which are composed of multiple driving cycle sequences. Then, the desired target is expressed as a mathematical constraint. The relative deviation of evaluation indices between the expected driving cycle and the collected driving database is kept within a threshold range; the objective function is established by adopting a satisfaction criterion model. Ultimately, to make the MCE method adaptive, a crossover probability adjustment equation and a strategy boundary variable are introduced. The adaptive genetic strategies are obtained by recombining the MCE genetic strategies, which is an important step in this method.
A. ADAPTIVE MARKOV CHAIN EVOLUTION STRATEGY DESIGN
The evolution of AGA mainly relies on the crossover and mutation strategies as its core elements, which provide the global and local search capabilities, respectively. However, there is a difference between the genetic strategies of MCE and the AGA evolution strategies in terms of roles. The crossover of the MCE is similar to the traditional two-point crossover. The mutation replaces the current sequence with a new one entirely, and does not provide a local search ability, except for providing new states information for evolution. To make Markov genetic strategies self-adaptive, it is necessary to design two strategies that can significantly distinguish roles. Specifically, the design of the adaptive Markov strategies consists of the following two steps. The first step is to define a strategy boundary variable. When any two sequences implement the crossover or mutation strategy-satisfying Markov property, the length of the exchanged segment that can distinguishes the global and local abilities of strategies is called the strategy boundary variable, which is expressed using l b . A fixed value 100 of l b is considered as an example. When the length of exchanged segment is less than or equal to l b , the crossover of the MCE is functionally equivalent to the mutation of traditional AGA. When the length of exchanged segment is greater than l b , the crossover and the mutation of the MCE can be considered as the crossover of the traditional AGA. Thus, the MCE strategies can be classified into two kinds of genetic strategies, those with global search and those with local search capacity. The detailed classification process is as follows.
Let X (1) and X (2) be two random driving cycle sequences,
where, i, j ∈ (1, 2, . . . , N s ), N s is the length of the cycle sequence, and x is the states of driving cycles. When the following constraints are satisfied, as shown in (8), X (1) and X (2) are exchanged with segments with a finite length l, the generated X c1 and X c2 are said to be satisfied the Markov property.
In the above process, when the length of the exchanged segment l satisfies the constraint of 1 ≤ l ≤ l b , the generation process of X c1 and X c2 is defined as a mutation strategy with local search ability. When the length of the exchanged segment l satisfies the constraint of l b < l ≤ N S − 2, the generation process of X c1 and X c2 is defined as the first type of crossover strategy. However, when new X c1 and X c2 satisfy the following conditions as shown in (9),
where, Pop is the driving cycle population under the current iteration, and M is the population size. In this case, the generation process of X c1 and X c2 is defined as the second type of crossover strategy. Both crossover strategies have global search capabilities. The second step is to determine the adaptive strategy probability. When the sum of the selection sequences, the crossover sequences and the mutation sequences is set as the population size, the number of iterations is close to the maximum iterations, so there should exist less cycle sequences to conduct the crossover strategy and more cycle series to perform mutation strategy. The adjustment of strategy proportion can be realized in the following ways. If the cycle sequence is poor, which means that it is far from the desired driving cycle, a greater crossover probability should be considered. If the cycle series is better, which means that it is close to the target driving cycle, then it should be given a correspondingly small crossover probability. This adaptive probability can be found in (6) . Thus, only by designing the crossover probability adaptively can the purpose of adjusting the proportion of strategies be realized adaptively.
B. METHOD IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
Based on the two distinct types of genetic strategies, the implementation steps of AMCE are as follows.
Step1 Initialization: randomly generate multiple, realcoded state sequences of driving cycles to construct an initial population;
Step 2 Calculation of the fitness value: by referring to the objective function of MCE, calculate the function value of each driving cycle as the fitness value;
Step 3 Selection: select a few driving cycle sequences with the optimal and suboptimal fitness values at their respective defaults. The remaining cycle sequences in the population carries out the roulette wheel selection [22] based on these fitness values.
Step 4 Crossover and mutation: use the crossover probability p c from (6) to judge whether the current driving cycle sequence implements crossover or mutation strategy, and use an fixed occurrence probability p cm = 0.1 to determine which type of crossover strategies the driving cycle sequence implements. After roulette wheel selection, the obtained driving cycle series perform the following procedures in turn. For two random number r and r1, which are uniformly generated, if r is less than p c , execute crossover strategies instead of mutation; if r1 is greater than p cm , select the first type of crossover strategy, otherwise, the second type of crossover is carried out to generate a new driving cycle. If r is greater than p c , then implement a mutation strategy instead of crossover to generate driving cycles;
Step 5 Generation of a new driving cycle population: a new population consisting of the driving cycle sequences generated during Step 3 and 4;
Step 6 Assessment of the termination condition: determine whether the termination condition is satisfied; if not, go to
Step 2, otherwise execute Step 7;
Step 7 Output: finally, the best driving cycle in the population is used as the output of AMCE.
IV. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
To analyze and verify the proposed method, we collected the driving data of a heavy-duty truck. The driving route of the truck is shown in Fig. 3 . The truck starts to load cargo in the Hefei Nangang Town, carries on the load through Chongqing, Wuhan, and Guiyang City and unloads the cargo in Guiyang City. Then, it drives to the Banbi House in Chongqing city to load goods again, after passing through Huanggang Town in Hefei City. The truck finally unloads the goods in Nangang Building Materials Industry Company. It took about three days and the truck traveled a total of 4,190 kilometers.
The vehicle was equipped with the DEWE-50 device, which can simultaneously acquire DEWE-VGPS signals, CAN bus signals, and acceleration sensor signals. The data acquisition frequency was 10Hz, and the acquisition parameters included velocity, acceleration, and elevation. Highway driving data were extracted from the collected dataset. The road grade information was obtained using the calculation method of [8] after denoising and filtering. Finally, driving data from 3956.1km of highway driving were obtained.
Based on the driving data and the MC method, the velocity, acceleration, and road grade intervals were set to 0.5m/s, 0.1m/s 2 , and 1%, respectively. Then the measured driving data for each parameter were divided into states. A state transition probability matrix of the three-parameter driving cycles was statistically calculated using (1) from the actual driving data. A two-dimensional projection of the matrix is shown in Fig. 4 . The horizontal ordinate is current state and the longitudinal coordinate is next state. The real circle indicates the current state s i can transfer to the next state s i+1 . A total of 6410 states were obtained. The MC random simulation was used to generate multiple driving cycles of finite duration, the start and end states of which were both idle states. The generated driving cycles as candidate cycles were for obtaining the expected driving cycles later. The typically used eleven evaluation indices refer to the MCE method [21] , namely idle time percentage (P i /%), acceleration time percentage (P a /%), cruise time percentage (P c /%), deceleration time percentage (P d /%), average speed (v m /m · s −1 ), average driving speed (v dm /m · s −1 ), standard deviation of driving speed (v sd /m · s −1 ), positive acceleration kinetic energy change (PKE/m · s −2 ), average climbing (g u /%), average downhill (g d /%), and VA distribution correlation coefficient (c va /%).
A. COMPARISON WITH THE MCE METHOD
The purpose of the AMCE method is to improve the running efficiency of the MCE method for developing driving cycles. Thus, based on the same set of experimental driving data, the MCE and AMCE were applied to develop the three-parameter driving cycles for highway driving. To ensure comparability, the two methods were set to the same initial conditions. Under the condition that the population diversity is not affected, the running time should be as short as possible, so the population size was set to 24, the maximum number of iterations is set to 400, the crossover probability of MCE was constant at 0.7, the maximum crossover probability of the AMCE was also set to 0.7; the strategy boundary variable was set to 100; the length of the desired driving cycle was 1800s, and the relative deviation threshold of the evaluation indices between the expected three-parameter driving cycles with the driving dataset was 10%. The calculation time was the period from executing AMCE method to obtaining a target driving cycle. Ten tests of developing driving cycles were carried out for each method to analyze the representativeness and the average running efficiency.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the optimal fitness value varies with the number of iterations for the ten experiments of the AMCE method. In every test, the final optimal fitness value was 0.1, which indicates that the method achieved a desired driving cycle. The adjustment of the crossover probability makes the proportion of crossover and mutation strategies in the population change adaptively, which shows that the desired driving cycle can be obtained faster at different stages. Fig. 6 presents the driving cycle series of ten experiments, which exhibit the high speed characteristics of highway. The difference of driving cycles is indicative of the randomness of the vehicle driving on the road. Tables 1 and 2 statistics of the evaluation indices and the relative deviation between the expected driving cycles and the driving dataset. For all evaluation indices, the absolute values of the relative deviations are within 10%, which indicates that the method can develop three-parameter highway driving cycles just like the MCE method. The many effective experiments also reflect the robustness of AMCE method.
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Based on these results, the running efficiency of the AMCE method was compared with that of the MCE. Fig. 7 presents TABLE 2. The relative deviation of all evaluation indices between the expected driving cycles of the AMCE method and the collected driving database. a comparison of the different methods in terms of the running time of multiple tests under the same initial conditions. It can be observed that the running time of the AMCE method (blue) tends to be significantly lower than that of the MCE method (green), which indicates that the proposed method is more efficient. There is a phenomenon that the running time of the AMCE method is slightly more than that of the MCE method for a single test, which indicates that there exists some randomness during the evolution process. Thus, we calculated the statistics for multiple tests. The average running times of the AMCE and the MCE method was 691.1s and 1214.2s, respectively, while the corresponding variances were 215.1s and 300.9s. The variance of the running time of the proposed method was smaller, which indicates that the AMCE method is more stable. Additionally, the running efficiency of the proposed method was 43.08% higher than that of the MCE method, which indicates that the latter constitutes a remarkable improvement on the running efficiency of the MC and MCE methods.
B. COMPARISON WITH AMCE METHOD WITHOUT STRATEGY BOUNDARY VARIABLE
In this study, a new strategy boundary variable is proposed. The necessity and rationality of the variable need to be analyzed and verified. For this purpose, we implemented the AMCE method without the strategy boundary variable. In other words, the crossover and mutation strategies of the MCE were used directly for the adaptive probability adjustment. Specifically, Step 4 of the AMCE method implementation steps was expressed as follows: The crossover probability p c as in (2) was only used to determine whether the current driving cycle sequence performs crossover or mutation the strategy of the MCE. When r is less than p c , MCE crossover was carried out; mutation of the MCE was performed to generate a new driving cycle sequence. The other steps were the same as those of the AMCE. Here, the AMCE method without the strategy boundary variable is expressed as AMCEnoL. To facilitate comparisons, the maximum crossover probability of AMCEnoL was also set to 0.7, and the other test conditions were the same as those of the AMCE. The two methods used the collected driving data to develop driving cycles. For each method ten experiments are carried out. Fig. 8 presents the trend of the optimal fitness value of the driving cycle of the AMCEnoL method with the number of iterations. Firstly, the output fitness value of the AMCEnoL method was higher than the expected fitness value of 0.1. The absolute value of the relative deviation of the evaluation indices for the multiple tests of the AMCEnoL method is shown in Fig. 9 . There exist evaluation indices that do not satisfy the deviation threshold under different tests, which indicates that the expected driving cycles were not obtained. Secondly, by observing the fitness value, we see that the convergence of the fitness value is faster in the early stage and is slower in the late stage of the entire evolution process. The following aspects can explain the above findings. In the early stage, the crossover strategy is applied on a large proportion in the population, which is helpful for accelerating convergence. As the driving cycle improves in the later stage, the proportion of mutation strategy applications to be performed on the population is increased with the number of iterations. Although the MCE mutation strategy can add new cycle states to the current population, it does not provide the local search ability, which leads to a slow convergence rate. In summary, the AMCEnoL cannot accelerate the generation of the desired driving cycles in despite of the self-adaptivity.
The running time of the multiple AMCEnoL tests was further analyzed, and is expressed as the yellow histogram in Fig. 7 . The variance value and average running times of AMCEnoL method were 85.2s and 1415.5s, respectively, which indicates that the results are relatively stable and the running efficiency is lower than that of the MCE method. In comparison with the AMCEnoL, the AMCE method can not only reflect the adaptivity but also accelerate convergence to improve the running efficiency, which illustrates the necessity and rationality of the proposed strategy boundary variable.
C. INFLUENCE OF THE STRATEGY BOUNDARY VARIABLE ON SELF-ADAPTIVITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
To make the proposed method self-adaptive, the strategy bound variable is a key factor. In this study, we analyzed the influence of different values of l b on the running efficiency of the method, so that a reference value of l b for the practical application of the method can be determined. Referring to the values from 0.01 to 0.1 of mutation probability in the traditional GA, the values of l b can be set from 0.01 × N s to 0.1 × N s i.e. from 18 to 180. To observe the influence of different values of l b , the values of 5, 10, 20, 60, 100, 140, 180, 220, 260, and 300 were considered for analysis. The AMCE uses different l b values to develop the representative driving cycles under the same conditions. Ten tests of designing driving cycles were carried out for each value of l b . The fitness values of driving cycles obtained from the multiple tests varied with the number of iterations for different values l b , as shown in Fig. 10 . The x-axis is the cumulative number of tests, which represents the cumulative number of 10 tests for each value of l b from small to large. The method cannot obtain the best fitness value when l b is too small or too large. However, the desired driving cycles can be achieved when l b takes the values from 60 to 220. In other words, the designed mutation strategy using the l b can provide the local search ability and the proposed method is effective.
Moreover, Fig. 11 shows the running time of the different groups of tests under the different values of l b . For each group of tests with the same l b value, the variance value of the running time fluctuates around 250s, which presents each group of tests has a strong stability. The average running time exhibits that the running time distribution under different values of l b is consistent with the that of the fitness values. In summary, the proposed method not only obtains the desired driving cycles, but also improves the running efficiency when l b takes the values from 60 to 220. This conclusion can provide a reference for applications based on this method.
V. CONCLUSION
This study proposed the novel AMCE method to improve the running efficiency of developing driving cycles. Adaptive genetic strategies that satisfy the Markov property were designed. Based on the premise that a self-adaptive method can accelerate convergence, a strategy boundary variable was defined, and the MCE strategies were classified into two kinds of strategies that obviously distinguish the roles. Then, the proportion of the strategies is adjusted by using an adaptive probability equation. The designed strategies not only satisfy the Markov property, but also show self-adaptivity. Actual highway driving data with road grade information were used to design driving cycles, and the following conclusions are obtained. 1) In comparison with the MCE method, the proposed method can obtain the representative three-parameter driving cycles with the highway road grade, and the running efficiency is increased by 43.08% under the same conditions. 2) In comparison with the AMCEnoL, the AMCE can not only reflect self-adaptivity of improving the running efficiency but also achieve the desired driving cycles, which shows the necessity and rationality of defining the strategy boundary variable. 3) By analyzing the influence of the strategy boundary variable on the self-adaptivity of the proposed method, it is found that when l b takes the values from 60 to 220, the proposed method can improve remarkably the running efficiency.
Future research efforts include two aspects. First, the running efficiency of the AMCE method with a higher accuracy should be investigated, and the influence of the different accuracy demands on the running efficiency of the AMCE should be analyzed. Second, considering the consistency requirement of the engine load characteristic for designing an engine cycle, the driving cycles with engine speed and torque should be developed to expand the scope of the method application.
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